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We present a field theoretic treatment of an adiabatic quantum motor. We explicitly discuss a
motor termed Thouless motor which is based on a Thouless pump operating in reverse. When a
sliding periodic potential is considered as the motor degree of freedom, a bias voltage applied to
the electron channel sets the motor in motion. We investigate a Thouless motor whose electron
channel is modeled as a Luttinger liquid. Interactions increase the gap opened by the periodic
potential. For an infinite Luttinger liquid the coupling induced friction is enhanced by electron-
electron interactions. When the LL is ultimately coupled to Fermi liquid reservoirs, the dissipation
reduces to its value for a noninteracting electron system for a constant motor velocity. Our results
can also be applied to a motor based on a nanomagnet coupled to a quantum spin Hall edge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern life is influenced by an immense variety of mo-
tors in all forms and sizes, driven by energy sources rang-
ing from heat, as in a combustion engine, through chem-
ical energy in biological motors to electrical energy in
electric motors. As the miniaturization of modern de-
vices moves towards ever smaller scales, the need for
control over mechanical motion at these scales becomes
increasingly pressing. Directed nanomechanical motion
was realized using chemical energy [1, 2], light [3, 4], and
electrons [5, 6] as driving agents.
We focus here on nanodevices, in which the motion
of slow mechanical degrees of freedom is controlled by
their coupling to electronic transport through the device
– forming a nano-electromechanical motor. One model
for such a motor is based on an electron pump operating
in reverse [7–10]. In such a pump, the cyclic variations
of parameters, here effected by a mechanical degree of
freedom, lead to a net charge transport through the de-
vice [11]. In the reverse mode a dc bias is applied and
the forces exerted by the scattered electrons drive the
coupled mechanical degree of freedom [12–15], realizing
a motor.
As an example, consider a device, in which electrons
in a one-dimensional (1d) wire are coupled to a slowly
sliding periodic potential, which is associated with the
mechanical degree of freedom of the motor as depicted
in Fig. 1. This device exhibits the essential features of
the ancient Archimedean screw. When operating the
Archimedean screw as a pump, turning of the screw
leads to water transport. The same happens in the elec-
tronic system, where the sliding periodic potential pumps
electrons through the 1d conductor, forming a Thouless
pump [16]. When the Archimedean screw is operated
in reverse, the water pushed through makes it work as
a turbine. Similarly, in the electronic system a current
pushed through the 1d conductor by an applied dc bias
voltage slides the periodic potential associated with the
slow mechanical degree of freedom, turning the device
into a Thouless motor [7, 8].
Possible physical realizations of the Thouless motor
were proposed based on a nanoscale helical wire placed
in between capacitor plates [7] and on a quantum spin
Hall (QSH) edge coupled to a nanomagnet [17–19]. In
the case of the helical wire, a slowly rotating transverse
electric field leads to charge pumping, while in the inverse
mode an applied dc bias in presence of a static field leads
to a rotation of the helix. Similarly the precession of the
magnetization of the nanomagnet pumps charge along
the QSH edge, while in the inverse mode an applied bias
leads to a spin transfer torque acting on the nanomagnet
and driving its precession, cf. Fig. 1b).
The earlier theoretical description of adiabatic quan-
FIG. 1. a) Model for a Thouless motor based on a single
channel quantum wire in proximity to a chain of alternating
charges. The sliding periodic potential U(x) is associated with
the rotational degree of freedom ϑ(t) of the quantum motor.
b) A nanomagnet with magnetization M is coupled to a single
edge of a quantum spin Hall insulator in the x-y-plane, where
ϑM (t) (angle of the in-plane magnetization) is associated with
the motor degree of freedom.
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2tum motors assumed noninteracting electrons. When the
electrons are confined to 1d, as in the present case of the
quantum wire, the low energy behavior is modified by
electron-electron interactions in essential ways. In this
paper we investigate how these interaction effects modify
the dynamics of adiabatic quantum motors. We describe
the 1d electronic system as a Luttinger liquid (LL), which
provides an exact description of its low energy excitations
in terms of bosonic collective excitations [20]. LL theory
has proven a useful description of both quantum wires
[21, 22] and QSH edges [23], covering the possible physi-
cal realizations of the Thouless motor mentioned above.
Furthermore, our LL approach leads to a field theoretic
description of quantum motors, complementing the ear-
lier analysis on the basis of Landauer-Bu¨ttiker theory [8].
For definiteness we base our discussion on the Thouless
motor and give an explicit translation of the results to
the magnetic system in Sec. V.
We introduce the model of the Thouless pump in Sec.
II. In Sec. III we investigate the coupling of the LL to
the periodic potential and derive the effective gap size
in presence of electron-electron interactions. Section IV
is devoted to the derivation of the effective field theory
of the motor degree of freedom that leads to an interac-
tion dependent effective Langevin equation for the motor
dynamics. In the case of an infinite LL the friction is en-
hanced by repulsive interactions, as shown in Sec. IV B.
The connection to Fermi liquid (FL) leads yields an effec-
tive equation of motion including memory and restores
the reduced noninteracting dissipation at steady veloc-
ity, as presented in Sec. IV D. In the final section V we
give the explicit translation of the obtained results to the
nanomagnet coupled to a QSH edge.
II. MODEL
Our model of a quantum motor is based on a finite
length Thouless pump operating in reverse. A toy model
realizing such a pump is sketched in Fig. 1. A single chan-
nel quantum wire is placed next to a chain of fixed, pe-
riodically alternating charges. These charges move with
respect to the quantum wire when turning the wheel and
advancing the angular degree of freedom ϑ. This causes a
slowly sliding periodic potential for the electrons, thereby
forming a Thouless pump [16].
The sliding periodic potential U (cf. Fig. 1) is of the
form
U(x) = 2V0 cos (q x− ϑ(t)) Θ
(
L
2
− |x|
)
, (1)
where q is the wavevector of the potential of strength
2V0. For q ≈ 2kF (kF is the Fermi momentum), the pe-
riodic potential causes backscattering between right and
left moving electrons in the wire. The analysis of the sys-
tem on the basis of Landauer-Bu¨ttiker theory for nonin-
teracting electrons showed that, to exponential accuracy
in the length L, the backscattering induced gap leads to a
vanishing normal conductance, quantized charge pump-
ing per cycle, and unit efficiency, i.e., a conversion of the
entire electronic energy provided by the bias into me-
chanical energy associated with the degree of freedom ϑ
[8].
To include the interaction effects when confining the
electrons to the 1d quantum wire, we model the electrons
as a spinless LL [20, 24]. The Hamiltonian of the bare
electronic system (i.e. without the periodic potential) can
then be expressed in terms of the bosonic displacement
field φ(x) and phase field θ(x),
H =
vc
2pi
∫
dx
{
1
K
(∂xφ(x))
2
+K (∂xθ(x))
2
}
, (2)
where K is the dimensionless interaction parameter, with
K < 1 for repulsive electron-electron interactions (K = 1
for a noninteracting system), and vc is the charge ve-
locity. The displacement field φ(x) describes the local
density fluctuations through
:nR(x) + nL(x): =
∂xφ(x)
pi
(3)
and the phase field θ(x) is associated with the difference
in density between right and left movers,
:nR(x)− nL(x): = ∂xθ(x)
pi
. (4)
Here, nR and nL are the densities of right and left
movers, respectively, and : ... : denotes normal order-
ing. The bosonic fields fulfill the commutation relation
[φ(x), θ(x′)] = ipi sgn(x − x′)/2. One can express the
fermionic fields in terms of the bosonic ones via
ψ(x) = ψR(x) + ψL(x) , (5)
ψR/L(x) =
1√
2piλ
e±ikF xei[θ(x)±φ(x)] , (6)
where we ignore the Klein factors and λ is a short dis-
tance cutoff due to the finite band width [20].
The Euclidean (imaginary time) action of the bare LL
in the φ-representation takes the form [21, 25]
S0 =
∫
dr
1
2piK
[
1
vc
(∂τφ)
2
+ vc (∂xφ)
2
]
(7)
in terms of the short hand notations (x, τ) = r and∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dx =
∫
dr. Using the bosonized fermionic fields
in Eqs. (5) and (6), the sliding periodic potential in Eq.
(1) contributes the sine-Gordon term
SU =
2V0
2piλ
∫
dr cos [2φ(x) + (2kF − q)x+ ϑ(t)] (8)
for x ∈ [−L/2, L/2] to the action.
3FIG. 2. Oscillations of the electron density around the min-
ima of the periodic potential corresponding to the action Eq.
(10). Quantum fluctuations of the electrons around the min-
ima positions lead to a down-scaling of the strength of the
periodic potential V as described by Eq. (13), resulting in the
renormalized gap given by Eq. (15).
III. COUPLING TO PERIODIC POTENTIAL
A. Energy gap
The unit efficiency of the Thouless motor depends cru-
cially on the presence of an energy gap at the Fermi en-
ergy. In the absence of interactions, this gap has size
∆non-int. = 2V0. Interactions modify this gap. To start
with, the sine-Gordon term is a relevant perturbation
over a wide range of interaction strengths, indicating
the formation of a gap. Consider ϑ(t) = 0 and perfect
backscattering, q = 2kF , and employ the usual momen-
tum shell renormalization group (RG) procedure for the
sine-Gordon term in Eq. (8) [20]. Integrating out the fast
modes of the action S0 +SU in Eqs. (7) and (8) in a mo-
mentum shell γ/b < |q| < γ (γ is the momentum cutoff,
see Appendix A) and rescaling time τ ′ = τ/b and space
x′ = x/b, with b = el, yields the familiar flow equation
dV (l)
dl
= (2−K)V (l) , (9)
for the strength of the periodic potential, while the free
action S0 remains unchanged to first order in the cumu-
lant expansion. Thus the periodic potential is a relevant
perturbation for all K < 2 and the system flows to strong
coupling.
For a large coupling strength V , the displacement field
φ is trapped near a minimum of the cosine. The electron
density is commensurate and oscillates about the minima
of the periodic potential in Fig. 2. The effective dynamics
of φ can be obtained by expanding the action about this
minimum,
S ' S0 +
∫
dr
2V0
2piλ
φ2
=
∑
n,m
1
2piK
(
1
vc
ω2n + vcq
2
m +
4V0K
λ
)
|φn,m|2 , (10)
where ωn is a bosonic Matsubara frequency and qm is the
wave vector. Thus, the system has a bare energy gap of
size
∆0 =
√
4V0K vc
λ
, (11)
which can be understood as the pinning frequency of the
classical Wigner crystal. Indeed, expanding the bare po-
tential Eq. (1) (with wavevector 2kF and ϑ = 0) around a
minimum yields U ' V0 [2kFx]2. This leads to a pinning
frequency
ωpin =
√
8k2F
m
V0 . (12)
Using vcK ' vF , this reproduces the bare gap ∆0 in
Eq. (11) up to a numerical prefactor stemming from the
uncertainty in choosing the cutoff λ ∼ 2pi/kF .
Quantum fluctuations of the electron density about
the commensurate configuration (cf. Fig. 2) effectively
decrease the restoring force of the potential and thus re-
sult in a downscaling of the effective gap. This effect
is present even for noninteracting electrons. Indeed, for
noninteracting electrons K → 1, the bare gap in Eq. (11)
is different from ∆non-int. = 2V0. Repulsive interactions
suppress the density fluctuations so that the downward
renormalization becomes weaker as the repulsive inter-
actions increase. In the Wigner crystal limit K → 0
fluctuations are fully suppressed, so that the bare gap
Eq. (11) represents the actual gap of the system.
We account for the quantum fluctuations by integrat-
ing out the high energy modes while retaining the original
units, so energies can be compared. This leads to
dV (l)
dl
= −KV (l) . (13)
We can see that, as anticipated, the downwards scaling
is stronger for less repulsively interacting systems.
Integrating out modes down to the gap leads to a self-
consistent equation for the renormalized energy gap ∆ =√
4V K vc/λ, with V obtained by integrating the flow
equation (13),
V = V0
(
2pivc
λ∆
)−K
. (14)
The resulting self-consistent equation for ∆ has the solu-
tion
∆ =
(
4V0K vc
(2pivcλ−1)
K
λ
)1/(2−K)
. (15)
This formula reproduces ∆non-int. = 2V0 for noninteract-
ing electrons (up to a numerical prefactor, as before). We
also see explicitly that the gap is enhanced for repulsive
electron-electron interactions (K < 1),
∆(K)
∆ (K = 1)
= K
(
pi2vc/λ
2V0K
)(1−K)/(2−K)
> 1 . (16)
Here we used that pivc/λ V0 is an energy of the order
of the Fermi energy.
4B. Changes of the chemical potential
The previous section considered the case of perfect
commensurability q = 2kF at the center of the gap µ = 0.
The noninteracting Thouless motor maintains optimal ef-
ficiency as long as the chemical potential falls into the
gap |µ| . V0 [8]. We now investigate the robustness of
the interacting system against changes of the chemical
potential.
A uniform chemical potential term Hµ =
−µ ∫ dx ∂xφ(x)/pi can be absorbed into the free LL
Hamiltonian Eq. (2) by shifting the field
φ˜(x) = φ(x)− µK
vc
x . (17)
This changes the coupling in Eq. (8) to [26]
SU [φ] =
2V
2piλ
∫
dr cos
[
2φ˜(x) + 2µ
K
vc
x
]
. (18)
The chemical potential µ thus introduces a constant gra-
dient ∇φ˜ = −µK/vc into the configurations of φ˜ that
minimize the sine-Gordon term. Physically, this reflects
the fact that the Luttinger liquid tries to adapt to a den-
sity which is commensurate with the periodic potential.
The Luttinger liquid Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) gives the
associated elastic energy cost per unit length
el =
vc
2piK
(
µ
K
vc
)2
. (19)
This cost increases with µ and eventually leads to depin-
ning beyond a critical µc, when adapting to the periodic
potential becomes too costly.
To take proper account of the renormalization of the
potential due to quantum fluctuations, we use the ef-
fective low energy theory developed in Sec. III A. Since
µ does not alter the renormalization of the strength of
the periodic potential (up to first order in the cumulant
expansion), we can express the effective potential V in
terms of the effective gap size ∆ =
√
4V K vc/λ, with ∆
given in Eq. (15). This leads to the effective low energy
action
Seff[φ˜] = S0[φ˜] +
∫
dr
∆2
4piKvc
cos
[
2φ˜(x) + 2µ
K
vc
x
]
.
(20)
The elastic energy cost in Eq. (19) can be reduced by
inserting a finite density ns of pi phase slips into φ˜, which
are described by soliton solutions of φ˜. With phase slips,
the gradient of φ˜ is no longer constant and has a reduced
magnitude on average. We approximate the elastic en-
ergy cost el of this configuration by calculating el asso-
ciated with the reduced average gradient, which yields
el =
vc
2piK
(
pins − µK
vc
)2
. (21)
With the assumption of a low soliton density the total en-
ergy cost can then be estimated as the sum of the elastic
energy cost and the cost of ns solitons,
 = el + nsEsol . (22)
The soliton solution and its energy Esol = 2∆/(piK) can
be derived from Eq. (20) in the standard way [27]. We
find the optimal soliton density by minimizing the total
energy cost for a given chemical potential µ,
ns,opt =
µK
pivc
− 2∆
pi2vc
. (23)
This soliton density becomes positive at the critical
chemical potential
µc =
2
pi
∆
K
, (24)
beyond which the system leaves the pinned regime. Since
repulsive electron-electron interactions enhance the effec-
tive gap size ∆ according to Eq. (15), they also increase
the robustness of the system against changes of the chem-
ical potential. Note that the limit K → 1 of vanish-
ing electron-electron interactions reproduces the critical
chemical potential µc(K = 1) ∼ V0 of the noninteracting
case.
C. Sliding periodic potential
So far, we considered the motor degree of freedom to
be at rest and chose ϑ = 0. In the absence of interactions,
the adiabatic variation of ϑ pumps a unit charge between
the leads per cycle. The same occurs in the interacting
system. Restoring the motor degree of freedom ϑ(τ) in
Eq. (8), the coupling to the periodic potential is
SU [φ] =
2V
2piλ
∫
dr cos [2φ(x) + ϑ(τ)] . (25)
This introduces an explicit time dependence into the so-
lutions φmin that minimize the cosine
φmin(x, τ) = −ϑ(τ)
2
(26)
(up to a constant that picks the specific minimum of the
cosine). A time-dependent displacement field φ implies
current flow. Using the continuity equation, we obtain
the current density
j(x, t) = − e
pi
∂tφ(x, t) =
e
2pi
∂tϑ(t) , (27)
which describes pumping of a quantized charge
QP =
∫ T
0
dt j(t) = e (28)
when advancing the periodic potential by one period.
5FIG. 3. The pinning condition φ = −ϑ/2 within the area of
the periodic potential reduces the coupling between motor de-
gree of freedom and electrons to a free LL with a constrained
boundary condition φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2 when the area of the
periodic potential is shrunk to a single point x = 0.
The interaction-enhanced gap implies a larger range of
validity of this adiabatic treatment. Comparing the ki-
netic term in the Lagrangian to the energy gain due to
the gap formation, we conclude that the adiabatic ap-
proximation remains valid as long as |ϑ˙|  ∆, where ∆
is the renormalized gap of the interacting system.
IV. REDUCED DYNAMICS OF THE MOTOR
DEGREE OF FREEDOM
A. Bias voltage
As long as |µ| < µc and |ϑ˙| < ∆, the electrons within
the region of the periodic potential are locked to the min-
ima of the periodic potential (cf. Fig. 3) and the elec-
tronic dynamics is effectively frozen out. This is reflected
in a locked displacement field φ˜ = −µK x/(2vc)−ϑ/2 and
a gapped spectrum (from here on omit the tilde for nota-
tional simplicity). Effectively, this allows us to shrink the
length of the periodic potential to a single point x = 0,
at which the pinned displacement field φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2
interacts with the free LLs, as shown schematically in
Fig. 3.
In a motor setup, the applied bias voltage V is used
to drive the motor degree of freedom ϑ(t). When the
electronic dynamics in the region of the periodic potential
is frozen out, the voltage can also be taken to drop at the
point x = 0. This yields a contribution to the action
Sbias = −eV
2
∫
dr sgn(x)
∂xφ
pi
=
eV
pi
∫
dτφ(0, τ) . (29)
Here we used the bosonized form of the normal ordered
electron density given in Eq. (3).
Integrating out all electronic degrees of freedom away
from x = 0 under the constraint φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2, analo-
gous to the treatment of a local impurity in a LL [25, 28],
leads to an effective description of the dynamics of the
motor degree of freedom, including a non-conservative
mean force stemming from the electronic bias, friction,
and a fluctuating force.
B. Motor dynamics for an infinite Luttinger liquid
We first treat the coupling to an infinite LL. Integrat-
ing out the LL (see [25] and App. B), we obtain the
effective action
Seff =
∑
n
(Iω2n
2
+
|ωn|
4piK
)
|ϑn|2 −
∫ β
0
dτ
eV
2pi
ϑ , (30)
for ϑ(t). Here, we added the kinetic energy of the motor
with its moment of inertia I. The second term describes
a dissipative contribution to the motor dynamics and the
third term a potential induced by the applied bias.
To obtain the explicit equation of motion in real time,
we analytically continue the action to the Keldysh con-
tour [29]. The effective action then acquires the form
Seff =
∫
dω
2pi
(ϑ¯clω , ϑ¯
q
ω) Kˆ(ω)
(
ϑclω
ϑqω
)
+
eV
pi
∫
dt ϑq(t)
Kˆ(ω) =
(
0 KA(ω)
KR(ω) KK(ω)
)
. (31)
We performed a Keldysh rotation of ϑ(t) into the quan-
tum and classical components ϑq = (ϑ+ − ϑ−)/2 and
ϑcl = (ϑ+ + ϑ−)/2, respectively. The kernels KR(A)(ω)
are the analytical continuations of the Matsubara corre-
lator K(ωn) = Iω2n/2 + |ωn|/(4piK) in Eq. (30) to real
frequencies KR(A)(ω) = −2K(iωn → ω ± iη) [29]. The
Keldysh component follows from the fluctuation dissipa-
tion theorem, KK(ω) =
(
KR(ω)−KA(ω)) coth(ω/2T )
[30]. Fourier transforming the action Eq. (31) to real
time we obtain
S =
∫
dt
{
− 2ϑq(t)
[
Iϑ¨cl(t) + ϑ˙
cl(t)
2piK
− eV
2pi
]
+
∫
dt′KK(t− t′)ϑq(t)ϑq(t′)
}
, (32)
where we performed an integration by parts. The Fourier
transform of the Keldysh component reads
KK(t) =
iT 2
K cosh2 (piTt)
, (33)
yielding a coupling of the quantum fields which is nonlo-
cal in time. This action determines the reduced dynam-
ics of the motor degree of freedom including all quantum
fluctuations.
The contribution quadratic in the quantum compo-
nents leads to the fluctuating Langevin force in the clas-
sical equation of motion of the motor. Its explicit form
can be obtained by decoupling the quantum components
by a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [29]
exp
(
i
∫
dω
2pi
KK(ω)|ϑq(ω)|2
)
=∫
D [ξ] exp
(∫
dω
2pi
[ |ξ(ω)|2
iKK(ω)
+ 2iξ¯(ω)ϑq(ω)
])
, (34)
6where ξ(t) is a real field. Introducing the integral over ξ
into the Keldysh partition function Z =
∫
D [ϑ] exp(iS)
with the action S given in Eq. (32) leads to the classical
saddle point equation for ϑ
Iϑ¨cl(t) = eV
2pi
− 1
2piK
ϑ˙cl(t) + ξ(t) (35)
with
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = K
K(t′ − t)
2i
=
T 2
2K cosh2 (piT [t′ − t]) .
(36)
Note that the friction coefficient γ takes the value γ =
~/2piK when we reinsert ~.
In the classical limit of large T we can approximate
cosh−2 (piT [t′ − t]) ' 2(piT )−1δ(t − t′) and the fluctu-
ating force becomes δ-correlated, with the magnitude of
the correlator determined by temperature and the fric-
tion coefficient,
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = 2γTδ(t− t′) . (37)
We see that the mean force is unaffected by the
electron-electron interactions, while the friction γ =
(2piK)−1 and with it the correlator of the fluctuating
force are enhanced by repulsive electron-electron inter-
actions. For K → 1 the effective dynamics in Eq. (35)
reproduces the noninteracting result of Ref. 8.
The time-averaged steady state velocity of the motor
follows from the equation of motion (35) which yields
ϑ˙ = K eV . Since the pumped charge in Eq. (28) is the
only charge transported across the periodic potential, we
can directly calculate the current I as pumped charge per
unit time
I =
eϑ˙
2pi
=
Ke2
2pi~
V , (38)
where we reinserted ~ to bring the current into the usual
form in terms of the conductance quantum. We can use
this current at steady state to define the dc conductance
of the motor gM = Ke
2/h, which takes the value of an
infinite, ideal LL [25].
We use these results to investigate the efficiency η of
the interacting Thouless motor to perform work against
an external load F load. In the simple case that the load
is independent of ϑ, the steady velocity can be derived
from Eq. (35) via
ϑ˙
2piK
=
eV
2pi
− F load . (39)
At this velocity, the work performed on the load per unit
time takes the form
P load = ϑ˙F load = 2piK
(
eV
2pi
− F load
)
F load . (40)
This output power reaches a maximum
P load,max = 2piK
(
eV
4pi
)2
(41)
at the load F load,max = eV/(4pi).
The efficiency at maximum power is defined as the
ratio between P load,max and the electrical input power
Pin = IV provided by the bias, which is determined by
the pumped current in Eq. (38). With the velocity at
F load,max, this yields an efficiency
η =
P load,max
Pin
=
1
4pi
(42)
at maximum power. We see that the maximum output
power is reduced by repulsive electron-electron interac-
tions (K < 1) due to the increased dissipation. The
reduced mean velocity for interacting systems also de-
creases the input power, which yields an interaction-
independent efficiency at maximum power.
C. Friction and energy current in an infinite
Luttinger liquid
It is interesting to obtain a more explicit description
of the friction coefficient γ. To this end, we compute the
energy current carried by the LL for the time dependent
boundary condition φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2. The solution of
φ under this time dependent constraint is shown in Eq.
(B14) in Appendix B. Assuming a steady velocity it takes
the form
φ(x, t) =
−ϑ˙
2
(
t− |x|
vc
)
. (43)
To see how this solution carries the dissipated energy
away from the motor, we investigate the energy current
density jE corresponding to this solution. jE can be
derived from the Heisenberg equation of motion for the
energy density
ρE =
vc
2pi
[
1
K
(∂xφ(x))
2
+K (∂xθ(x))
2
]
, (44)
which yields
∂tρ
E = i
[
H, ρE
]
= − v
2
c
2pi
∂x {∂xθ(x), ∂xφ(x)} , (45)
where we used the commutation relations of the bosonic
fields introduced above in Sec. II and {., .} denotes the
anticommutator. We can now directly deduce the energy
current via the continuity equation
∂tρ
E = −∇jE (46)
which leads to
jE =
v2c
2pi
{∂xθ(x), ∂xφ(x)} . (47)
Since the gradient of θ if fully determined by the
time dependence of φ, i.e., ∂tφ(x, t) = i [H,φ(x, t)] =
7FIG. 4. Connecting FL leads causes backscattering of plas-
mons at the FL-LL boundary.
−vcK∂xθ(x), we can write down the energy current cor-
responding to the solution in Eq. (43) as
jE =
ϑ˙2
4piK
sgn(x) . (48)
Thus we can see that the dissipated power
− Pdiss = γϑ˙2 = jE(x > 0)− jE(x < 0) (49)
is evenly split between the two sides and sent to x = ±∞.
D. Contact to Fermi liquid leads
In the previous section we assumed an infinite LL
which leads to enhanced dissipation and a reduced mo-
tor conductance due to repulsive electron-electron inter-
actions. It is well known that when contacting a LL
by FL leads, the dc conductance of the wire takes the
value of an ideal noninteracting channel g = e2/h [31–
33]. In this section we investigate, whether attaching FL
leads reduces the dissipation of the Thouless motor to the
noninteracting value and reproduces the noninteracting
motor conductance gM = e
2/h.
The FL leads generate backscattering of plasmons at
the FL-LL boundary. This introduces memory into the
effective equation of motion of the motor and results
in reduced noninteracting dissipation at steady veloc-
ity, cf. Fig. 4. The transition between LL and FL can
be modeled as a change of the interaction parameter
K → 1 and an associated change of the charge velocity
vc → vF [31, 34].The LL is connected to FL reservoirs at
x = ±D/2, which yields
S0 =
∫
dr
1
2pi
[
(∂τφ)
2
K(x) vc(x)
+
vc(x) (∂xφ)
2
K(x)
]
, (50)
for the action in the φ-representation, with
K(x) =
{
1 |x| ≥ D/2
K |x| < D/2 (51)
and
vc(x) =
{
vF |x| ≥ D/2
vc |x| < D/2 . (52)
We again obtain the effective action of the motor by in-
tegrating out the electronic degrees of freedom under the
constraint φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2. The procedure amounts to
solving the saddle point equation for the φ-field in the
presence of the appropriate boundary conditions for φ
and ∂xφ, as shown in Appendix B. This yields the effec-
tive action
S[ϑ]eff =
∑
n
M(ωn)
4piK
|ωn| |ϑn|2 −
∫ β
0
dτ
eV
2pi
ϑ , (53)
with
M(ωn) =
(
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
e−n|ωn|T rnp
)
, (54)
where T = D/vc is the traversal time of the plasmons
from x = 0 to the FL-LL boundary and back and rp =
K−1
K+1 is the plasmon reflection amplitude.
To obtain the real time dynamics we analytically con-
tinue to the Keldysh contour analogous to the infinite LL
case above. The kernels now take the form
KR(A)(ω) =
±iω
2piK
(
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
e±niωT rnp
)
, (55)
and KK(ω) =
(
KR(ω)−KA(ω)) coth(ω/2T ) [26].
Fourier transforming to real time shows that the plasmon
scattering at the LL-FL boundary induces a coupling of
the quantum field to earlier classical velocities,
Sdiss = Sqq−
∫
dt
2ϑq(t)
2piK
(56)
×
(
ϑ˙cl(t) + 2
∞∑
n=1
ϑ˙cl(t− nT )rnp
)
.
Here
Sqq =
∫
dtdt′KK(t− t′)ϑq(t)ϑq(t′) (57)
is the contribution of the dissipative action which is
quadratic in the quantum fields. In contrast to the infi-
nite LL case above, the Keldysh kernel
KK(t) =
iT 2
K
[ ∞∑
n=−∞
1
cosh2 (piT [t+ nT ])r
|n|
p
]
(58)
leads to a nonlocal coupling of the quantum fields also
in the high temperature limit, resulting in correlations of
the fluctuating force which are nonlocal in time. As be-
fore we combine the dissipative action with the free part
and the bias induced mean force and decouple the quan-
tum fields via a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation.
This yields the nonlocal classical saddle point equation
Iϑ¨cl(t) = eV
2pi
+ ξ(t) (59)
− 1
2piK
[
ϑ˙cl(t) + 2
∞∑
n=1
ϑ˙cl(t− nT )rnp
]
.
8The correlator of the fluctuating force is given by
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = T
2
2K
∞∑
n=−∞
1
cosh2 (piT [t− t′ + nT ]) r
|n|
p .
(60)
In the high temperature limit this leads to finite correla-
tions at all multiples of the traversal time T
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 ' 2T
2piK
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(t− t′ + nT ) r|n|p . (61)
Since rp < 0, the nonlocal couplings to the velocity,
i.e. the contribution ∝ rnp in Eq. (59) caused by multiple
plasmon reflections at the FL-LL boundary and x = 0,
have alternating signs and a decaying amplitude ∝ |rp|n.
Hence this force damps the motion for all even multiples
of the traversal time and boosts the motion for all odd
ones for a fixed sign of the velocity. How much energy is
dissipated in this process depends on the detailed trajec-
tory of ϑ.
At constant velocity, the effective dynamics in Eq. (59)
leads to reduced dissipation and an enhanced velocity
ϑ˙ = eV . This results in a larger pumped charge per unit
time
I =
eϑ˙
2pi
=
e2
2pi~
V , (62)
and hence a dc motor conductance which equals that of
an ideal noninteracting channel. Note that we again re-
instated ~. Therefore, analogous to the dc conductance
of an ideal LL channel in contact to FL reservoirs [31],
also the dc motor conductance is ultimately governed by
the interactions in the attached reservoirs. Correspond-
ingly the maximum output power of the Thouless motor
is increased to the noninteracting value K → 1 in Eq.
(41).
E. Friction and energy current with attached
Fermi liquid leads
We now explore explicitly how the energy current is
modified by plasmon reflections at the LL-FL boundary.
We consider two different trajectories: a constant veloc-
ity ϑ(t) = ϑ˙t, and a sudden step ϑ(t) = ϑ0Θ(t). For both
cases, we derive the energy current as given above in Eq.
(47), based on the solution for φ in Eq. (B25).
For a sudden step, the gradient and time derivative of
φ are strongly peaked δ-functions that cannot interfere
with each other. In this case, all the energy of the initial
excitation is released into the FL reservoirs after inte-
grating over multiple scattering events. Thus, the total
dissipated energy
Ediss =
∫
dt[jE(x > 0)− jE(x < 0)] (63)
is determined by the initial plasmon excitation and takes
the value of an infinite LL
Ediss =
τ ϑ˙2
2piK
. (64)
Here
∫
dtϑ˙(t)2 = τ ϑ˙2 determines the dissipation caused
by the initial plasmon excitation and τ is the step dura-
tion.
In contrast for a constant velocity the reflected plas-
mons in Eq. (B25) interfere with each other, leading to
a constant gradient ∂xφ = Kϑ˙ sgn(x)/(2vc) and time
derivative ∂tφ = −ϑ˙ in the region |x| < D/2. This yields
a reduced energy current
jE =
ϑ˙2
4pi
sgn(x) , (65)
which corresponds to the dissipated power with the re-
duced noninteracting friction γ = (2pi)−1
−Pdiss = 1
2pi
ϑ˙2 = jE(x > 0)− jE(x < 0) . (66)
Therefore it is interference of reflected plasmons (cf. Fig.
4) which reduces the energy current at a constant veloc-
ity and thus prevents the system from releasing all the
energy into the attached Fermi liquid leads.
V. MAGNETIC MOTOR
The counter-propagating states of a single QSH edge
(cf. Fig 1) can be described as a Luttinger liquid anal-
ogous to the spinless quantum wire introduced in Sec.
II [23]. The bosonization of the helical channels is ob-
tained from Eqs. (5) and (6) by replacing ψR → ψR,↑ and
ψL → ψL,↓, while the Hamiltonian remains unchanged
when written in terms of the bosonic fields. The exchange
coupling to the nanomagnet HM = −J0/2
∫
dxΨ†σΨ ·M
causes backscattering of the helical channels whenever
M has a component in the x-y-plane. Here σ is the vec-
tor of Pauli matrices and Ψ = (ψR,↑, ψL,↓)T . For strong
easy-plane anisotropy, we can parametrize the magneti-
zation as Mx = M cosϑM and My = M sinϑM , and the
exchange coupling generates a sine-Gordon term
SM = −J0M
2piλ
∫
dr cos (2φ(x) + 2kFx+ ϑM ) . (67)
Here kF is measured from the Dirac point k = 0. Thus,
the coupling of the nanomagnet to the helical edge states
takes the same mathematical form as the coupling of the
sliding periodic potential to the spinless LL in a quantum
wire and we can directly translate the results of Sec. III
and IV to the magnetic motor. For K < 2 the φ-field is
locked to φ(x) = npi − kFx − ϑM/2, which corresponds
to alignment of the spin density along the exchange field
of the nanomagnet
sx(x) =
1
2piλ
cosϑM sy(x) =
1
2piλ
sinϑM . (68)
9A full precession of the magnetization leads to quantized
charge pumping of one electron across the gapped region
coupled to the nanomagnet. Quantum fluctuations lead
to an interaction dependent downward scaling of the ef-
fective strength of the exchange coupling J , which results
in an effective gap size for the lowest available modes
∆M =
(
2J0MK vc
(2pivcλ−1)
K
λ
)1/(2−K)
. (69)
This formula reproduces the gap ∆non-int. = J0M for
noninteracting helical edge modes and shows the strong
enhancement of the magnetically induced gap by repul-
sive electron-electron interactions, cf. Eq. (16). The non-
interacting QSH edge remains insulating as long as the
chemical potential remains within the gap that is opened
by the magnet around the Dirac point k = 0. Section
III B shows that interactions also make the magnetic sys-
tem more robust against changes of the chemical poten-
tial and demonstrates that it remains gapped as long as
|µ| is smaller than µc = 2∆M/(piK), cf. Eq. (24).
In the case of a large easy-plane anisotropy energy
DM2z /2 (D > 0), the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation
governing the time evolution of the magnetization can be
reduced to an equation of motion for the angle of the in-
plane magnetization ϑM , in which the inverse anisotropy
constant acts as an effective moment of inertia I = D−1
[17, 18, 35]. With this we can readily translate the results
for the effective dynamics Sec. IV to the magnetic case,
replacing ϑ → ϑM and I → D−1 . Thus, in the case of
an infinite helical liquid, one obtains
ϑ¨clM (t)
D
=
eV
2pi
− 1
2piK
ϑ˙clM (t) + ξ(t) . (70)
The dissipation is enhanced by repulsive interactions,
leading to a reduced current and reduced motor conduc-
tance gM = Ke
2/h compared to the noninteracting case
in Eq. (38). When assuming contact of the helical edge
to Fermi liquid reservoirs as done in Sec. IV D, the plas-
mon backscattering at the transition between helical liq-
uid and reservoirs leads to an effective equation of motion
including memory in Eq. (59) and the reduced dissipation
of a noninteracting helical liquid at steady state.
VI. SUMMARY
We investigated the effects of electron-electron inter-
actions on a quantum motor that is based on a Thouless
pump operating in reverse. Our field theoretic treatment
enables a fully quantum description of the coupling in-
duced motor dynamics. Repulsive interactions, of partic-
ular importance due to the reduced dimensionality of the
system, enhance the energy gap opened by the coupling
to the periodic potential. Interactions also increase the
robustness of the system against changes in the chem-
ical potential and increase the velocity range in which
the system evolves adiabatically. Thus electron-electron
interactions support the working principle of the motor.
For infinite LLs with repulsive interactions, the friction
experienced by the motor degree of freedom due to the
coupling to the electrons is enhanced. When connect-
ing the LL to FL reservoirs, plasmon reflections lead to
an effective equation of motion including memory and a
reduced dissipation which coincides with the noninteract-
ing result for a constant motor velocity. Consequently,
the effective motor conductance is determined by the at-
tached noninteracting reservoirs analogous to the dc con-
ductance of an ideal LL.
Our result also applies to a nanomagnet coupled to the
helical edge of a QSH system. This system can be readily
mapped to the Thouless motor, possibly leading to an
experimentally more feasible realization of the motor.
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Appendix A: RG perfect backscattering
We start with the LL action S0 + SU in the presence of the static perfect backscattering potential, i.e. ϑ(t) = 0
and q = 2kF , in Eqs. (7) and (8). The calculation here is analogous to the RG treatment of the sine-Gordon term,
e.g. in Ref. 20. We split the displacement field φ into slow and fast modes φ< and φ>
φ(r) = φ<(r) + φ>(r) , (A1)
where φ< contains frequencies and momenta inside the shell ||q|| =
√
k2m + (ωn/vc)
2 < γ/b with b > 1 and γ being the
ultraviolet momentum cutoff. φ> contains γ/b < ||q|| < γ. We integrate out the fast modes by averaging cos [2φ(x)]
over the fast modes up to first order in the cumulant expansion
〈SU [φ<, φ>]〉0,> =
∫
dr
V
2piλ
(
e2iφ<(r) 〈e2iφ>(r)〉0,> + h.c.
)
,
where 〈...〉0,> means averaging over the fast modes of the free LL action, which is done in the Fourier decomposition
〈e±2iφ>(r)〉0,> =
1
Z0,>
∏
n,m>
∫
dφn,m exp
{
−
∑
n,m>
(
1
2piK
(
1
vc
ω2n + vck
2
m
)
|φn,m|2 ± 2i√
βL
φn,me
iq·r
)}
, (A2)
where (n,m >) is a shorthand notation for the fast Fourier modes. Doing the Gaussian integral we obtain
〈e±2iφ>(r)〉0,> = exp
{
−
∑
n,m>
2Kpi
vc β L ((ωn/vc)2 + k2m)
}
. (A3)
For low temperatures and large volumes the sum over the fast momentum shell can be evaluated as a two-dimensional
integral leading to ∑
n,m>
2Kpi
vc β L ((ωn/vc)2 + k2m)
=
K
2pi
∫
dϕ
∫
dq
q
q2
= K ln(b) , (A4)
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where q = |q| and ϕ = arg (km + i(ωn/vc)) is the angle in the q -plane. This leads to the effective action
〈SU [φ<, φ>]〉0,> =
∫
dr
2V
2piλ
e−K ln(b) cos [2φ(r)] , (A5)
from which we derive the flow equation (9).
Appendix B: Effective action of the motor degree of freedom
In the following we derive the effective action of the motor degree of freedom ϑ that results from the coupling to the
LL at the boundary of the periodic potential, given by the pinning condition φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2. Since the coupling
to an applied bias Eq. (29) ∝ φ(0, τ) is already given in terms of the field at x = 0 only, it is not affected by the
integrating out procedure. We can directly impose the constraint φ(0, τ) = −ϑ(τ)/2 and obtain its contribution to
the effective action of ϑ
Sbias = −
∫ β
0
dτ
eV
2pi
ϑ(τ) . (B1)
To obtain the dissipative part of the effective dynamics, we integrate out the fields of the LL under the constraint
φ(0, τ) = −ϑ(τ)/2, which we implement via a functional delta function
δ
[
φ(0, τ) +
ϑ(τ)
2
]
=
∫
D[κ] exp
(
−i
∫ β
0
dτ κ(τ)
[
φ(0, τ) +
ϑ(τ)
2
])
, (B2)
where we introduced an additional real-valued field κ(τ). With that we can write effective action Sdiss[ϑ] as
exp(−Sdiss[ϑ]) =
∫
D[φ] δ
[
φ(0, τ) +
ϑ(τ)
2
]
exp (−S0) =
∫
D[φ]D[κ] exp (−S) . (B3)
Using Eq. (B2), the exponent −S reads
S =
1
2pi
∫
dr
[
1
K(x) vc(x)
(∂τφ)
2
+
vc(x)
K(x)
(∂xφ)
2
]
+ i
∫ β
0
dτ κ(τ)
(
φ(0, τ) +
ϑ(τ)
2
)
, (B4)
where the space-dependent charge velocity and interaction parameter Eq. (51) model the contact to the FL leads. We
find the effective action by solving the saddle point equations under a variation of φ and κ, which enables us to to take
proper account of the boundary conditions at the intersections of FL and LL and the constraint φ(0, τ) = −ϑ(τ)/2 .
For that we write down the saddle point equation under a variation of φ
1
pi
(
ω2n
K(x) vc(x)
− ∂x vc(x)
K(x)
∂x
)
φ(x, ωn) = −iκ(ωn)δ(x) . (B5)
We can solve this equation by writing the solutions for each region of constant vc and K and solving for their
coefficients by taking proper account of the boundary conditions as shown below. Inserting the implicit solution of
the saddle point equation into the action (B4) leads to
S =
i
2
∫
dτκ(τ)φ(0, τ) + i
∫ β
0
dτ κ(τ)
ϑ(τ)
2
, (B6)
where φ(0, τ) is the solution of the saddle point equation. From there we can later obtain the saddle point equation
for κ to reach the desired dissipative action of the motor.
a. Infinite Luttinger liquid We start with the infinite LL case. To find the explicit solution for φ(0, τ) we write
down the solution of Eq. (B5) for x > 0 and x < 0
φ(x, ωn) =
{
βe
|ωn|
vc
x x < 0
δe−
|ωn|
vc
x 0 < x ,
(B7)
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where we directly omitted the part of the solution that grows for x → ±∞. The appropriate boundary conditions
follow from the saddle point equation Eq. (B5) and are given by the continuity φ(x = 0+) = φ(x = 0−), which directly
gives β = δ, and
vc
piK
∂xφ(x, ωn)|x=0+x=0− = iκ(ωn) (B8)
→ β = − iκ(ωn)piK
2|ωn| = φ(0, ωn) . (B9)
We use the solution for φ(0, ωn) and insert it into S Eq. (B6)
S =
1
4
∑
ωn
|κ(ωn)|2piK
|ωn| + i
∑
ωn
(
κ(ωn)
ϑ(−ωn)
2
)
. (B10)
A variation of κ(ωn) leads to the saddle point equation
κ(−ωn) = −iϑ(−ωn)|ωn|
piK
. (B11)
Inserting κ Eq. (B11) into the action Eq. (B10) yields the dissipative action used in the main text Eq. (30)
Sdiss[ϑ] =
∑
ωn
|ωn|
4piK
|ϑn|2 . (B12)
Furthermore we can use the solution for κ(−ωn) Eq. (B11) to determine β = −ϑ(ωn)/2 in Eq. (B9) and write down
the real space solution for φ
φ(x, ωn) =
{
−ϑ(ωn)2 e
|ωn|
vc
x x < 0
−ϑ(ωn)2 e−
|ωn|
vc
x 0 < x .
(B13)
Analytical continuation to real frequencies |ωn| → −iω and taking the Fourier transform to real time leads to
φ(x, t) =
−
ϑ(t+ xvc )
2 x < 0
−ϑ(t−
x
vc
)
2 0 < x .
(B14)
Thus, the boundary condition travels with ±vc on the right (left) side.
b. Contact to Fermi liquid leads In the case of a finite LL in contact to FL leads, we need to write down the
solution of the saddle point equation (B5) in the various regions
φ(x, ωn) =

Ae
|ωn|
vF
x
x < −D/2
[β + γ/2] e
|ωn|
vc
x + [β − γ/2] e− |ωn|vc x −D/2 < x < 0
[δ + /2] e
|ωn|
vc
x + [δ − /2] e− |ωn|vc x 0 < x < D/2
F e
− |ωn|vF x D/2 < x ,
(B15)
where we again directly omitted the part of the solution that grows for x → ±∞. Additionally to the boundary
condition at x = 0 Eq. (B8) we get at x = D/2 an additional condition from the saddle point Eq. (B5)
− 1
pi
vc(x)
K(x)
∂xφ(x, ωn)|x=0+x=0− = 0 (B16)
vc
K
∂xφ
(
D
2
−
, ωn
)
= vF∂xφ
(
D
2
+
, ωn
)
, (B17)
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where φ has to be continuous and the analogous condition at x = −D/2. Solving for the coefficient β = φ(0, ωn)/2
leads to
φ(0, ωn) = − iκ(ωn)piK
2|ωn|M(ωn) (B18)
M(ωn) =
(
1 + 1K
)
e
|ωn|D
2vc +
(
1− 1K
)
e−
|ωn|D
2vc(
1 + 1K
)
e
|ωn|D
2vc − (1− 1K ) e− |ωn|D2vc
=
(
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
e
−n|ωn|D
vc
[
K − 1
K + 1
]n)
=
(
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
e−n|ωn|T rnp
)
, (B19)
where we used the plasmon or charge reflection amplitude rp =
K−1
K+1 and the traversal time of the plasmons from x=0
to the FL-LL boundary and back T = D/vc. Using the explicit solution for φ(0, τ) in Eq. (B6) yields
S =
1
4
∑
ωn
piK
|ωn|M(ωn) |κ(ωn)|
2 + i
∑
ωn
(
κ(ωn)
ϑ(−ωn)
2
)
. (B20)
A variation of κ(ωn) leads to
κ(−ωn) = −iϑ(−ωn)|ωn|M(ωn)
piK
, (B21)
which we insert into the action Eq. (B20) to obtain the dissipative action used in the main text Eq. (53)
Sdiss[ϑ] =
∑
ωn
|ωn|M(ωn)
4piK
|ϑn|2 . (B22)
Finally we use κ(−ωn) Eq. (B21) to obtain the solution of φ under the constraint φ(0, t) = −ϑ(t)/2. We focus here
on the inner part |x| < D/2, since the outer parts do not provide any additional insight. Inserting κ(−ωn) Eq. (B21)
into Eq. (B18) and using the relations between the coefficients of φ Eq. (B15) that we obtained from matching the
boundary conditions, we get
φ(x, ωn) = −ϑ(ωn)
4
{
[1 +M ] e
|ωn|
vc
x + [1−M ] e− |ωn|vc x −D/2 < x < 0
[1−M ] e |ωn|vc x + [1 +M ] e− |ωn|vc x 0 < x < D/2
(B23)
φ(x, ωn) = −ϑ(ωn)
4
{[
2 + 2
∑∞
n=1 e
−n|ωn|T rnp
]
e
|ωn|
vc
x − 2 [∑∞n=1 e−n|ωn|T rnp ] e− |ωn|vc x −D/2 < x < 0
−2∑∞n=1 e−n|ωn|T rnp e |ωn|vc x + (2 + 2∑∞n=1 e−n|ωn|T rnp ) e− |ωn|vc x 0 < x < D/2 , (B24)
where we used Eq. (B19). Analytical continuation to real frequencies |ωn| → −iω and Fourier transformation to real
times leads to
φ(x, t) = −1
2
ϑ
(
t+ xvc
)
−∑∞n=1 ϑ(t− xvc − T n) rnP +∑∞n=1 ϑ(t+ xvc − T n) rnP −D/2 < x < 0
ϑ
(
t− xvc
)
−∑∞n=1 ϑ(t+ xvc − T n) rnP +∑∞n=1 ϑ(t− xvc − T n) rnP 0 < x < D/2 . (B25)
Here we can see that additionally to the initial excitation that travels with ±vc to the right (left) side, φ contains the
field that gets reflected with amplitude −rp at the LL-FL boundary and is subsequently reflected with amplitude −1
at x = 0 and so on, which leads to the reduced uniform energy current Eq. (65) in the main text.
